Abstract-Fuzzy Inductive Reasoning (FIR) is a qualitative inductive modeling and simulation methodology for dealing with complex dynamical systems. FIR has proven to be a powerful tool for qualitative model identification and prediction of future behavior of different kinds of system domains including biology, medicine, ecology, etc. FIR has been mainly applied to regression problems, but recently we are interested in studying the feasibility of FIR as a classifier. The main objective of this study is to analyze and revise the model selection process in FIR methodology from the perspective of a classifier when dealing with imbalance data. In this research we propose a wrapper technique for fuzzy model identification in the context of FIR. We demonstrate that this new approach exhibits a significant improvement comparing to classical FIR model selection when applied to imbalanced data classification. In this paper we also compare FIR Classifier with wrapper model selection to similar genre of classic rule-based and instance-based classifiers, i.e. RISE, kNN, C4.5, CN2, PART, RIPPER and Modlem, when applied to a set of classification benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy inductive reasoning (FIR) is a qualitative inductive modeling and simulation methodology for dealing with dynamical systems. It has been proved that FIR can be a powerful tool for qualitative model identification and prediction of future behavior of various kinds of dynamical systems especially in soft sciences, such as biology, bio-medicine and ecology [1] . While FIR has been mainly applied to regression problems, recent studies demonstrate that it can be also useful for classification problems and its performance is comparable to other well know similar classifier [2, 3] . However, previous attempts to develop FIR classifiers were based on the classical model identification process of FIR methodology, which was originally proposed to model dynamical systems. These previous approaches are referred in this paper as the Basic FIR classifier. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to analyze and revise the model identification/selection process of FIR methodology from the perspective of a classifier when dealing with imbalance data.
Class imbalance where one class (a minority class) is underrepresented in comparison to the remaining majority classes is a very common problem in real world classification. Most rule-based classifiers are biased towards the majority classes and they have difficulty with correct recognition of minority classes. Class imbalances have been also observed in many different application problems including medical problems where the number of patients requiring special attention is much smaller than the number of patients who do not need it. A number of different approaches have been proposed for dealing with class imbalance in classifiers. They are mainly divided to either data level preprocessing methods or methods that deal with the algorithm itself. Although several specialized methods already exist, the identification of conditions for the efficient use of a particular method is still an open research problem. The main underlying factors that contribute to the difficulty of this problem are nature of the imbalanced data, key properties of its underlying distribution and nature of each particular algorithm and their consequences [4, 5] .
As mentioned before the main objective of this research is to analyze and revise the model identification/selection process of FIR methodology from the perspective of a classifier. In this paper we empirically show that when FIR is applied to classification problems with imbalance data, the selection of the model structure performed by the traditional FIR model identification process might not be the best choice if we want to give importance to minority and rare cases. To solve this problem we propose a new Wrapper-based approach to obtain FIR classification models.
Section II introduces the main characteristics of FIR as a classifier. The Basic FIR classifier is reviewed and the new Wrapper-based FIR approach is proposed and described. In section III the main metrics to measure the performance of imbalance data classification are presented. The results of the classification experiments performed in this research are described in section IV. Finally, the main conclusions and future research are presented in section V.
II. FIR AS A CLASSIFIER
There are different computational approaches to deal with classification problems. The discriminative approaches, that are the simplest ones, construct a discriminating function that directly assigns each vector x to a specific class. More powerful approaches separate inference and decision by using conditional probability and they are referred as generative approaches [6] . The reason the second group is considered more powerful is because the linear decision boundaries of the first group arise from a simple assumption about the distribution of data, which is usually not the case in real world problems. FIR as a classifier is similar to the second group, it´s model selection or variable selection is done through an inference process and its decision making is done through a kNN approach. According to previous studies, FIR's variable selection analysis turns out to work well even in those applications where standard statistical variable selection analysis does not provide any useful information [1] .
A. Basic FIR Classifier
The FIR methodology has four main processes, i.e. fuzzification, qualitative model identification, fuzzy classification and defuzzification [1] , as described in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Main processes of FIR methodology
The methodology starts with Fuzzification function which converts each quantitative (real-valued) data point into a qualitative triple. Conversion of quantitative values into qualitative triples requires external parameters which include providing the number of classes into which the space is going to be discretized for each variable, as well as the membership function or discretization algorithm that should be used per class. The qualitative model identification is responsible for finding causal relations between variables, i.e. a mask in the FIR terminology, and selecting the most optimal mask among them. A mask is a matrix representation of the spatial and temporal relations between the selected variables, which from machine learning terminology can be viewed as a form of feature selection process. The optimal mask is the one that maximizes the forecasting power of the qualitative model. Each mask is evaluated by a quality measure that is mainly based on the Shannon entropy. The obtained mask is used to form the behavior matrix of the system, which can be interpreted as a special kind of fuzzy finite state machine relating the mask inputs to the mask output (fuzzy rules). For a more detailed description of the qualitative model identification process and of the mask concept the reader is refereed to [1] .
Once the mask and the behavior matrix are available, FIR classification algorithm applies a specialization of the knearest neighbors technique, commonly used in pattern recognition, to obtain the class of the output. Basic FIR classification algorithm is brought next for reference.
P = Apply_Mask (Input_Instances);
# applies the selected Mask (the one that has the highest quality taking into account all the complexities) to the instance to be classified and obtains the input pattern P There are two ways we can go around the problem of improving FIR for dealing with minority class, one approach is by improving the learning process of finding the optimal mask and, another approach is by improving the classifier itself.
In this paper we are focusing on the first approach considering mask selection as a feature selection and by getting inspiration from the literature on feature selection for imbalanced data sets. Feature selection algorithms for flat features (where features are assumed to be independent), are usually divided into three groups: filter models, wrapper models, and embedded models. Relying on the characteristics of data, filter models evaluate features without utilizing any classification algorithm. Filter models select features independent of any specific classifier. Therefore, the major disadvantage of the filter approach is that it totally ignores the effects of the selected feature subset on the performance of the induction algorithm [7] . The optimal feature subset should depend on the specific biases and heuristics of the induction algorithm. Based on this assumption, wrapper models utilize a specific classifier to evaluate the quality of selected features, and offer a simple and powerful way to address the problem of feature selection, regardless of the chosen learning machine [8] .
Basic FIR classifier can be viewed as a form of a filter model. It provides an optimal mask for each complexity starting from only one feature (complexity 1) to n features (complexity n), being n the number of variables.
The optimal mask of each complexity is the mask with the highest quality and generalizability among all other masks of the same complexity. The problem here is how to chose the best complexity for both majority and minority classes. Our proposal is to follow the wrapper models and evaluate each mask with regard to their classification ability using a proper metric for dealing with minority classes (F-Measure). Fig. 2 presents an schema of the Wrapper-based FIR approach.
In a wrapper approach, in order to be able to evaluate the classification performance of each mask for each complexity, a validation set is usually needed in order to avoid overfitting. However, when working with binary imbalanced datasets this technique can be very costly since the datasets may have a reduced number of instances on the minority class, reducing even more the number of data available for training and test. Therefore, in this research we have decided to choose another approach. Since the core of the FIR classification process is based on a kNN algorithm, we can bypass the validation set and evaluate the classification accuracy of each model using the initial training set. In order to do that, we perform a classification for each single instance of the training set, but the instance to be classified is eliminated from the behavior matrix. In this way we maximize the use of the available data preventing classifying instances that belong to the training set i.e. instances that were used to obtain the model, achieving a realistic evaluation of the FIR model (mask). We have made an extensive validation of this model evaluation technique, comparing the results with the ones obtained when a validation set is used, giving comparable results. Notice that this approach is inspired in the leave-one-out technique. However, it is not the same since the behavior matrix is obtained using all the data instances available, and only when the classification process take place the test instance to be classified is eliminated from the matrix.
III. EVALUATION METRICS FOR IMBALANCED DATA CLASSIFICATION
Evaluation metrics play an important role in evaluating and guiding the learning algorithms.
Empirical evaluation remains the most used approach for the algorithm assessment, although machine learning algorithms can be evaluated through empirical assessment or theory or both. Empirical comparison is most often done by applying algorithms on various data sets and then evaluating the performance of the classifiers that the algorithms have produced; accuracy is being the most often used measure [9] .
The choice of metrics depend on different factors mainly summarized as: the type of classifier (Deterministic, Scoring or probabilistic), data distribution (balanced or imbalanced class distribution), the type of classification task in hand (Binary, Multi-Class, Multi-labelled or Hierarchical) and problem domain area (depending on the domain of the problem in hand for example some measures might be more wide spreadly used in Medical domain while different ones might be applied to Information retrieval domain ) [10] .
When there is imbalance in data distribution, if the choice of metrics doesn't value the minority class then the imbalance problem is not issued well. The most commonly used metric which is the overall classification rate (Accuracy) is not a suitable metric for imbalanced datasets. The minority class has less affect to accuracy comparing to the majority class so accuracy is biased towards majority class. There are other metrics that can be used and are less affected by imbalance as precision, recall, F-measure, Sensitivity, Specificity, geometric mean, ROC curve, AUC, and precision-recall curve.
What is essential is using different measures not only one, so combination of different metrics can reflect different aspects of the learning algorithm. In choice of this combination of measures, it is important to pay attention to the fact that each measure focuses on different aspect of learning, sometimes pairs of measures can be so different in nature that good results on one yields to bad results on the other one. In such cases global measures might help but then even pairs of those global measures also might disagree because they themselves also focus on different aspects of learning as composite measures.
In this research we have decided to use three metrics to evaluate the performance of the classifiers. These metrics are Sensitivity or True Positive Rate (also known as Recall), F- • G-Mean = SQRT(Sensitivity*Specificity)
As the improvement of recognizing the minority class is usually associated with the decrease of recognizing the majority classes, aggregated measures (G-Mean and F-Measure) are considered in this work to characterize the performance of the classifiers.
IV. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
In order to compare the performances of the Basic FIR and the Wrapper-based FIR classifiers to other rule-base and instance-base classifiers, we selected eleven datasets from a very complete research, where different rule-base classification techniques were presented and discussed [11] . The eleven benchmarks are publicly available at [12] , and are binary classification problems with different degrees of imbalance. In [11] the authors, using a 5NN approach, categorized these datasets based on the distribution and quality of data presented in each one. This categorization also relates to the difficulty of the classification problem at hand. The categories chosen are: Safe (the easiest type to classify), Safe_Borderline, Borderline, Borderline_rare, Rare, Rare_Outlier and Outlier. We tried to have at least one example of each dataset type. Some of the datasets that [11] used are multi-class by nature, but they provided a very detailed road map of how they prepared them as binary classes. We followed their guidelines and, therefore, our data sets are identical to theirs. Table I presents the description of the eleven datasets selected. The first column contains their name. The second has the category of the data defined by [11] . The third column holds the number of variables that the dataset has. The fourth, describes the type of the variables. Next column lists the number of instances available and, the last column determines the percentage of data that has the minority class.
A. Basic FIR vs. Wrapper-based FIR Classifiers
We are first interested in comparing the new wrapper approach with the basic FIR approach to see the performance of the last one when dealing with imbalanced datasets.
In this first experiment a five times repeated 10-fold cross validation has been used in both classifiers for the eleven datasets of Table I . The Basic FIR classifier, as explained previously, selects the mask that has the highest quality. Therefore, the features selected are those obtained directly from the best mask. Contrarily, the Wrapper-based FIR classifier computes several masks of different complexities (from 2 to 9), and using a wrapper approach selects the one that performs better for the classification task. Table II presents the mask complexities selected from both methods for each dataset.
As can be seen in Table II , the complexities of the masks for each approach vary considerably in some of the datasets, as for example Vehicle, Ionosphere, CMC, Abalone or Yeast.
Let us take a look to the masks obtained by both approaches (Basic FIR and Wrapper-based FIR) for two of the datasets, i.e. Abalone and Yeast.
The mask identified by the Basic FIR classifier for the Abalone dataset, contains "sex" and "height" features. This means that only this input variables are the ones used in the classification process. On the other hand, the mask identified by the Wrapper-based FIR approach for the same dataset contains the features "sex", "length", "whole weight", "shucked weight" and "viscera weight". The wrapper approach has obtained a mask that takes into account much more features to perform the classification of new instances.
In the case of the Yeast dataset, the mask obtained by the Basic FIR classifier identifies as relevant features for classification variables: "mcg", "alm" and "erl". mcg is the McGeoch's method for signal sequence recognition; alm is the score of the ALOM membrane spanning region prediction program; erl represents the Presence of "HDEL" substring (thought to act as a signal for retention in the endoplasmic reticulum lumen). Surprisingly, Wrapper-based FIR approach selected as the best mask the one that only contains as a relevant feature the "alm" variable. It concludes that "alm" has enough information to perform a good classification. Therefore, each technique identify the best set of features (mask) for classification, the first one using a filter approach and the second one using a wrapper approach.
The results of the Basic FIR and Wrapper-based FIR models when used to classify the datasets described in Table I are  shown in Table III. Table III presents the minority class Recall, G-Mean and F-Measure results for each dataset and for each FIR classifier.
As can be seen from this Table, the classification measures are higher when using the Wrapper-based FIR classifier for almost all datasets. The shaded boxes in Table III indicates a better performance of the Wrapper-based classifier with respect the Basic classifier.
In some of the datasets the metrics enhancement is small, like in the case of Vehicle, Breast, Pima, Transfusion, Yeast and Haberman. Contrarily, in Ionosphere, CMC and Abalone datasets the enhancement in all three measures is considerable. There are 2 datasets, i.e. New-thyroid and Ecoli that the classification accuracy remains the same for both FIR approaches. However, it is important to notice that the Wrapper-based approach does not obtain worse results than the Basic one in any of the studied datasets.
To prove statistically that the Wrapper-based FIR classifier performs better than the Basic FIR classifier, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test. To this end, it is tested the null hypothesis that the vector x -y comes from a distribution whose median is zero at the 5% significance level, being x and y the Basic FIR and Wrapper-based FIR classifier metrics, respectively. At the default 5% significance level, the value h=1 indicates that the test rejects the null hypothesis of zero median, and h=0 indicates a failure to reject the null hypothesis. The results for each metric are shown in Table IV.   TABLE III As shown in Table IV , h is equal to one for all the metrics and the p values are all lower than the significance level 0.05, therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected, meaning that statistically the Wrapper-based FIR classifier performs better than the Basic FIR classifier.
In this experiment, we have used the best k that suits each dataset. Analyzing in detail those cases where the Wrappedbased FIR classifier was failing in some of the minority instances, we conclude that a small value of k would help to obtain better results, since instances of the majority class interfere negatively in the class inference. Therefore, we have decided to study the behavior of the Wrapper-based FIR approach when k is set to 1, in those datasets that have less than 20% of instances in the minority class, i.e. New-thyroid, Ecoli, Abalone and Yeast. The results are presented in Table V . As in the previous experiment, this has also been carried out through a 5 times repeated 10 fold cross validation process. Table V shows that our intuition was right, since we get better classification results for three of the datasets, i.e. Newthyroid, Abalone and Yeast. For New-thyroid, Wrapper-based FIR with k=1 approach obtains Recall, G-Mean and FMeasure values of 0,971, 0.980 and 0.966, respectively, vs. 0,920, 0,942 and 0,898 that got, for the same metrics, previously (see Table III 
B. Comparison to other Classifiers
Having shown that FIR is useful as a classification technique and considering that wrapper technique significantly improved FIR performance applied to imbalanced datasets, we have decided to compare the Wrapper-based FIR approach with other existing general rule-based and instance-based classifiers that were already reported in [11] , i.e. RISE, kNN, C4.5, CN2, PART, RIPPER and Modlem. The results of this comparison is presented in Table VI . As in the previous experiment, Recall, G-Mean and F-Measure are used to evaluate the performance of each classifier for the eleven datasets. The best results for each measure and dataset are highlighted. From Table VI it can be seen that FIR obtains the best Recall result for two datasets (New-Thyroid and Vehicle), the best G-Mean for three datasets (New-Thyroid, Vehicle and Ecoli), and the best F-Measure for two datasets (New-Thyroid and Ecoli). It has, also, the second Recall score for Ecoli and Abalone, the second G-Mean score for Pima and Abalone and the second FMeasure score for Pima.
Following the work of Napierala and Stefanowski [11] , we use a statistical approach to compare the differences in performance between all classifiers. We apply a non-parametric Friedman test to globally compare the performance of the eight classifiers on the eleven datasets. The null-hypothesis in this test is that all compared classifiers perform equally well. The p values obtained for Recall, G-Mean and F-Measure are 0.000027, 0.0021 and 0.02, respectively. Therefore, the nullhypothesis can be rejected for all the three measures since the p values are lower than α = 0.05. Table VII presents the mean average of the Recall, GMean and F-Measure of all the datasets for each algorithm. Inside parenthesis is the ranking of each classifier algorithm.
As it can be seen from Table VII, C4.5 is the algorithm that performs better on average taking into account all the measures. Then, PART and Wrapper-based FIR algorithms have almost the same performance. Both algorithms have performances very close to the ones obtained by C4.5.
Considering that our goal of conducting this experiment was to see if Wrapper-based FIR is performing significantly better or worse than other algorithms, we can see that it doesn't have any significant worse results than others. Moreover, it can be concluded that Wrapper-based FIR is performing significantly better than CN2 and RIPPER in all metrics, but it is not significantly different than the rest of the classifiers, although among all three measures, it always stands in the first three best ranked algorithms along with C4.5 and PART.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main objective of this study was to analyze and revise the model selection process of FIR methodology from the perspective of a classifier when dealing with imbalance data. In this paper we empirically show that when FIR is applied to classification problems with imbalance data, the quality of the mask might not be the best choice if we want to give importance to minority and rare cases. A Wrapper-based approach has been proposed for fuzzy model identification in the context of FIR to solve this problem. We have shown that the new approach exhibits a significant improvement comparing to classical FIR model selection when applied to imbalanced data classification. In this paper we also compared Wrapperbased FIR with other rule-based and instance-based classifiers when applied to a set of benchmarks.
It has been shown that Wrapper-based FIR is performing significantly better than CN2 and RIPPER algorithms in all metrics (Recall, G-Mean and F-Measure), but it is not significantly different than the rest of the classifiers, i.e. C4.5, PART, RISE, kNN and Modlem. However, among all the 
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0,549 (6) 0,579 (2) values of the three metrics, it always stands in the first three best ranked algorithms along with C4.5 and PART.
In the near future we are planning to study the use of instant selection approaches together with the Wrapper-based FIR methodology for the same type of classification problems. We are interested also in comparing Wrapper-based FIR with reported specific classifiers suited for imbalanced classification, as for example BRACID [11] .
